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EXPOSITION OF THE MERIT OF THE SAMĀDHĪ OF CONTEMPLATION ON THE OCEAN-LIKE FIGURE OF AMIDA BUDDHA

Compiled by
Bhikṣu Shan-tao

PART TWO: FIVE KINDS OF MERIT

12 Exposition of the five kinds of superior conditions based on sutras (one fascicle):

1. Based on the *Sutra on the Buddha of Infinite Life*,
2. Based on the *Sixteen-Contemplation Sutra*,
3. Based on the four-sheet *Amida Sutra*,
4. Based on the *Pratyutpanna Samādhi Sutra*,
5. Based on the *Sutra on the Ten Methods of Attaining Birth*,
6. Based on the *Sutra on the Pure Salvation Samādhi*.  

207
Respectfully based on Śākyamuni Buddha’s teaching, as shown in the six sutras that teach the way of birth in the Pure Land, I will clarify that those who desire to be born in the Pure Land by being mindful of Amida Buddha and calling his Name will, while in the present life, have their life-spans prolonged and escape the nine calamities. Details of those benefits will be given in the part below where the five conditions will be explained.

Question: The Buddha urges all sentient beings to awaken the Bodhi-Mind and desire to be born in the Western Land of Amida Buddha. He also urges them to build statues of Amida, praise and worship him, offer incense and flowers to him and contemplate him day and night without interruption. He further urges them to call Amida’s Name single-mindedly many times—from ten thousand, twenty thousand, thirty thousand, fifty thousand up to a hundred thousand times. He also urges them to chant the *Amida Sutra* many times—from fifteen, twenty, thirty, fifty up to a hundred times, and further chant it until they reach a hundred thousand times. If they perform those practices, what benefit will they gain in the present life and what benefit will they gain when their lives, a hundred years at the longest, come to the end? Will they surely attain birth in the Pure Land or not?

Answer: Both in the present life and after death they will certainly attain great merit and benefit. In connection with this, I will reveal, according to the Buddhist teaching, the causal relations which bring about five kinds of superior benefit. They are: 1. the dominant force effecting destruction of one’s karmic evils, 2. the dominant force effecting protection and longevity, 3. the dominant force enabling one to see the Buddha, 4. the dominant force embracing beings, and 5. the superior condition enabling one to attain birth.

[1] The dominant force effecting destruction of one’s karmic evils:

Those who attain birth on the highest level of the lowest class in the *Contemplation Sutra* have completely committed grave offenses of the ten evils. When they become ill and are about to die, they may have a chance to meet a good teacher and receive from him the teaching that urges them to call the Name of Amida Buddha. Each time they recite it, the grave karmic evils which would bind them to transmigration for five billion kalpas will be destroyed. This shows the dominant force effecting destruction of one’s karmic evils.

Further, those who attain birth on the middle level of the lowest class have committed all sorts of offenses against the Buddha-Dharma, violating the rules of abstinence and other precepts, appropriating properties of the Sangha or utilizing the Buddha-Dharma without repenting or feeling ashamed of such acts. When they become ill and are about to die, a mass of fire of hell besieges them all at once. At that time, they may meet a good teacher, who will tell them about the meritorious physical characteristics of
Amida Buddha and the splendors of his land. No sooner have they heard this, their karmic evils which would bind them to transmigration for eight billion kalpas will be destroyed and [the fire of] hell will disappear. This also shows the dominant force effecting destruction of one’s karmic evils.

Further, those who attain birth on the lowest level of the lowest class have committed fully the gravest offenses of five deadly acts throughout their lives, and so they are destined to hell where they will suffer interminable pain. When they become ill and are about to die, they may meet a good teacher, who will urge them to call the Name of Amida Buddha ten times. With each calling, the heavy karmic evils which would bind them to transmigration for eight billion kalpas will be destroyed. This also shows the dominant force effecting destruction of one’s karmic evils.

Furthermore, if there are persons who draw paintings of the grandeur of the Pure Land in accordance with the Contemplation Sutra, etc., and contemplate the jewel-ground day and night, the karmic evils which would bind them to transmigration for eight billion kalpas will be destroyed with each contemplating thought. Also, if there are persons who draw paintings [of the Pure Land] in accordance with sutras, and meditate on the splendors of the jeweled trees, jeweled ponds and jeweled towers, their karmic evils which would bind them to transmigration for innumerable kotis of incalculable kalpas will be destroyed in the present life.

Further, if one contemplates day and night in accordance with the [prescribed method of] visualization of the splendors of the lotus seat, then, while in the present life, one’s karmic evils which would otherwise bind one to transmigration for fifty billion kalpas will be destroyed with each contemplating thought. Further, if people practice, in accordance with the sutra, visualization of the image, the true Buddha body, Avalokiteśvara and Mahāsthāmaprāpta, then, while in the present life, their karmic evils which would bind them to transmigration for innumerable kotis of kalpas will be destroyed with each contemplating thought.

The above references show the dominant force effecting destruction of one’s karmic evils.

The dominant force effecting spiritual protection:

As stated in the twelfth contemplation, if a person concentrates and visualize the two kinds of recompense, i.e. the splendors of Amida’s body and the Pure Land, at all times, day and night, wherever he is, then the innumerable transformed Buddhas manifested by Amida Buddha and also innumerable transformed bodies manifested by Avalokiteśvara and Mahāsthāmaprāpta will come to this practitioner, even though he may or may not see them. This shows the dominant force effecting spiritual protection in the present life.
Also, it is stated in the *Contemplation Sutra:*\(^{12}\)

If a person concentrates and is always mindful of Amida Buddha and the two bodhisattvas, then Avalokiteśvara and Mahāsthāmaprāpta will be constantly with him, become his good friends and teachers and follow him in his steps just as a shadow follows an object.

This also shows the dominant force effecting protection in the present life. Further, it is stated in the ninth contemplation\(^ {13}\) of the true Buddha body:

Amida Buddha has a body of golden color. The light emanating from the white curls of hair between the eye-brows shines on the sentient beings living in the worlds throughout the ten quarters. The light from each hair-follicle also universally shines on the sentient beings. So does the circle of light about his head. Also the light from each of the eighty-four thousand physical characteristics universally shines on the sentient beings. Each of the lights issuing forth from the physical characteristics mentioned above universally shines on the worlds throughout the ten quarters. If there are sentient beings who single-heartedly think of Amida Buddha, his light always shines on them, embracing and protecting them and never abandoning them.

There is no mention of the light shining on practitioners of the other miscellaneous acts. This also shows the dominant force effecting protection in the present life.

17 Further, it is stated in the *Sutra on the Ten Methods of Attaining Birth:*

The Buddha said to Mountain-Ocean-Wisdom Bodhisattva and Ānanda: “If there is a person who is single-heartedly mindful of Amida Buddha of the west, wishing to be born in his land, I will henceforth dispatch twenty-five Bodhisattvas,\(^ {14}\) so that they may, just as a shadow follows an object, protect this practitioner, keep evil spirits and evil devas from tormenting him and thus enable him to dwell in peace during the day and the night.”

This also shows the dominant force effecting protection in the present life.

18 Further, it is stated in the *Amida Sutra:*\(^ {15}\)

If there is a man or a woman who single-heartedly and is exclu-
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sively mindful of Amida Buddha, desiring to be born in his land, for a period of seven days and nights, or during the whole lifetime, innumerable Buddhas of the six quarters, as numerous as the sands of the Ganges, will come and protect him or her always. For this reason, this sutra is called “the sutra of protection.”

“The sutra of protection” means that they will also keep various evil spirits and devas from approaching this person and also enable him or her to escape unexpected illnesses and untimely death. Thus all calamities and hindrances will naturally disperse. Excepted, however, are those who lack single-heartedness. This also shows the dominant force effecting protection in the present life.

Further, it is stated in the Pratyutpanna Samādhi Sutra, Chapter on Practice:

The Buddha said to Bhadrapāla, “If there is a person who confines himself in a hall for practicing the Way, dissociating himself from all engagements and single-heartedly contemplates Amida Buddha’s body of golden color, for seven days and seven nights, without lying down to sleep, or if a person single-heartedly contemplates the Buddha, recites his Name and is mindful of him, for a day, three days, seven days, or two weeks, five, six or seven weeks, or for a period of a hundred days, or throughout his life, then the Buddha will take him in his embrace. Once he is embraced, he certainly knows that, with his karmic evils destroyed, he will attain birth in the Pure Land.”

The Buddha continued, “If a person exclusively practices this Amida-Recollection Samādhi, then all devas, the Four Heavenly Guardian Kings, and the eight groups of demi-gods, including dragons, will follow him like a shadow follows an object and will enjoy seeing him. Thus they will keep various evil spirits, hindrances and calamities from waywardly tormenting and vexing him.”

This benefit is explained in detail in the Chapter on Protection. This also shows the dominant force effecting protection in the present life.

Further, it is stated in the Abhiśeka Sutra, third fascicle:

If there is a person who keeps the three refuges and the five precepts, the Buddha orders Indra, the Lord of devas, to dispatch sixty-one heavenly beings to this precept-abiding person so that
they may protect him day and night throughout the year and keep various evil spirits from waywardly harassing and tormenting him.

This also shows the dominant force effecting spiritual protection in the present life.

Further, it is stated in the *Sutra on the Pure Salvation Samādhi*:

The Buddha said to the Great King Bimbisāra, “If there is a man or a woman who, on the six precept-observing days of the month and the eight-king days [of the year], confesses any transgressions or faults to deities of the heaven, of the underworld and of all other realms, and seeks to abide by the precepts, then the Buddha will order the kings of the six heavens of the realm of desire each to dispatch twenty-five good deities18 to this person, so that they may always follow and protect this precept-abiding person, keep various evil spirits from waywardly tormenting and harming him or her, and enable this person to escape unexpected illnesses, untimely death and calamities, thereby enabling this person to live in peace and comfort at all times.”

This also shows the dominant force effecting protection in the present life.

Again, I would like to urge you, practitioners: If you, while in the present life, wish to think single-heartedly of Amida Buddha continuously, day and night, single-heartedly chant the *Amida Sutra*, worship and praise the holy beings who serve as adornments of the Pure Land, thereby wishing to attain birth there, and if you daily chant the sutra fifteen times, twenty or thirty times or more, or if you are chanting it forty, fifty, a hundred times or more, then you should strive to chant it a hundred thousand times. Also glorify and worship the two kinds of splendors of Amida’s Pure Land, i.e., the dependent and principal rewards. Also, except when you are in the meditation hall, call Amida’s Name without interruption for ten thousand times a day, until your life ends. If you do so, you will receive the benefit of Amida’s remembrance, and the hindrances of your karmic evils will be eliminated. Also you will receive the benefit of constant accompaniment, protection and remembrance by Amida and holy beings, so that your life-span will be extended and you will enjoy a long life in peace and comfort. Detailed accounts of the benefit are given in the *Parable Sutra*,19 the *Sutra of Samādhi on the Contemplation of Nothingness*,20 the *Sutra on the Pure Salvation Samādhi*, etc. This is further evidence of the dominant force effecting protection in the present life.
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23  [3] The dominant force enabling one to see the Buddha:

It is stated in the Contemplation Sutra:\(^{21}\)

The queen of Magadha, named Vaideh∆, while dwelling in the palace, always desired to see the Buddha. Facing towards the Vulture Peak, she wept with grief and bowed in worship. The Buddha, knowing this from afar, disappeared from the Vulture Peak and manifested himself in the palace. Upon raising her head, the queen saw the Buddha. His body was the color of purple gold, and he was sitting on a jeweled lotus throne, attended by Maudgalyåyana and Ånanda on his left and right. Above him in the sky were Śakra and Brahmā, scattering flowers as offerings. Having seen the Buddha, the queen threw herself on the floor, wept bitterly and pleaded and repented herself to the Buddha, saying, “I pray, O Tathagata, please teach me how to visualize the land of pure karmic perfection.”

By this scriptural evidence is shown not only that through sincerity of heart the queen was able to see the Buddha, but also that the method [of Buddha contemplation] was expounded for the sake of ordinary people of the future. If there is a person who cherishes a desire to see the Buddha, he should sincerely think of the Buddha as the queen did. Then there is no doubt that he will see the Buddha. It is due to Amida Buddha’s three mindful Vow-Powers working on this person from outside that he will be able to see the Buddha. The three powers, according to the Pratyutpanna Samådhi Sutra,\(^{22}\) are as follows: (1) Because [the Buddha] remembers this person with the great Vow-Power, he is able to see the Buddha; (2) because [the Buddha] remembers him with the Samådhi-Power, he is able to see the Buddha; and (3) because [the Buddha] remembers him with the original Merit-Power, he is able to see the Buddha. This significance will be further exemplified below when the dominant force enabling one to see the Buddha are explained. This is called the dominant force enabling one to attain the samådhi of seeing the Buddha.

24  Question: Since the queen had a strong and superior merit-power, she was able to see the Buddha. How can sentient beings of the last Dharma age, who have deep and heavy karmic evils, be compared with the queen? As this implication is extremely profound and broad, please show me clear evidence by quoting extensively from the Buddhist sutras.

Answer: The Buddha is a sage of the three transcendental knowledges,\(^{23}\) possessed of the six supernatural powers\(^{24}\) which know no obstructions. After observing the people’s capacities, he gives them [appropriate] teachings. Whether the teaching [one practices] is shallow or deep, if only one
devotes oneself sincerely to it, there is no doubt that one will see [the Buddha]. It is stated in the *Contemplation Sutra*:25

The Buddha praised Vaideh, saying: “It is good that you have asked me about this matter. Ananda, keep the Buddha’s words and expound them widely to the multitudes of beings. I, the Tathagata, will teach Vaideh and all sentient beings in the future how to contemplate the Western Land of Utmost Bliss. Through the Buddha’s Vow-Power they will be able to see that land as clearly as if they look into a clear mirror and see their own images in it.”

This quotation from the sutra is further evidence showing that, due to Amida Buddha’s three powers working from outside, one is able to see the Buddha. Hence, we call this the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha and the Pure Land.

Further, it is stated in the *Contemplation Sutra*:26

The Buddha said to Vaideh: “You are an ordinary person, and your mental faculty is inferior, and so you are not able to see far. Buddhas, Tathagatas, with a special expedient enable people like you to see [the Pure Land].” The queen said to the Buddha, “Now I have seen the Buddha’s Land through his power. How can sentient beings, who come after the Buddha’s death and, being defiled and evil, are tormented by the five pains, see the Land of Utmost Bliss?” The Buddha said, “Vaideh, you and other sentient beings should single-mindedly fix your thoughts and contemplate the lapis lazuli ground of the Western Land, all the jewel-banne red pillars under it, manifold jewels on the ground, decorations inside the buildings, etc.”

If one single-mindedly concentrates one’s thought, one will be able to see [the Pure Land] just as the queen saw it, as stated above. Hence, it is said:27

Visualize them very clearly, one by one, so that you can see them whether you close your eyes or not. If you have accomplished this contemplation, it is said that you have roughly seen [the Pure Land].

As this is a visualization in the state of conscious thought, it is said ‘roughly seen.’ If you have attained a meditative samādhi or a recitation samādhi, your mind’s eye will open and you will see with it all the splendors of the Pure Land, which no words can fully describe. This quotation from the sutra is further evidence. All ordinary beings can certainly see [the Pure Land].
Land] if only they concentrate their thoughts. You should realize this. If you have heard of someone who has seen [the Pure Land], you should not be surprised or entertain doubt. The reason is that, due to Amida Buddha’s Samādhi-Power working on him from outside, he can see it. For this reason, we call this the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha’s Pure Land.

26 Again, it is stated further down in the contemplation of the lotus seat:

The Buddha said to Ānanda and Vaidehi: “I will teach you a method of removing suffering. You should discern and expound it to multitudes of beings.” When those words were uttered, the Buddha of Infinite Life, Ávalokiteśvara and Mahāsthāmaprāpta responded to them by appearing in person and standing in the midair. Seeing them, Vaidehi worshiped them. After worshiping them, she said to the Buddha: “Now I have seen the Buddha of Infinite Life and the two Bodhisattvas through the Buddha’s power. How can sentient beings who come after the Buddha’s death see Amida Buddha and the two Bodhisattvas?” The Buddha said: “If you and other sentient beings wish to see that Buddha, you should concentrate and form an image of a lotus flower. When you have formed an image of a lotus flower, you should next imagine the Buddha. When you imagine the Buddha, let your thought form his image with thirty-two physical characteristics. Imagine parts of his body, one by one, from the top of the head down to the cross-legged posture. In correspondence with your contemplating thought, the Buddha will manifest his body.”

This shows that, due to Amida’s three powers working from outside, one is able to see the Buddha. This, again, is called the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha.

27 Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:

When you perceive the Buddha, you should first perceive his image. Perceive a golden image sitting on the [lotus] flower. When you have seen this, your mind’s eye will open, and with it you will be able to see clearly and distinctly all the splendors of that Land.

This shows that, due to Amida’s three powers working from outside, one can see the Buddha. This is called the dominant force enabling one to see the Buddha.
Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:

Next, perceive the two Bodhisattvas and various forms of light. See them clearly. When you have seen them, you, the practitioner, will be able to hear in the samādhi the flowing water, light, adornments, and so forth, proclaiming the Dharma. Whether in or out of the samādhi, you will be able to hear the excellent Dharma always.

This also shows that, due to Amida’s three powers working from outside, one is able to see the Buddha. This is called the dominant force enabling one to see the Buddha.

Further, it is stated [in the Contemplation Sutra] below in the section on the visualization of the true body:

The Buddha said to Ānanda: “When you have accomplished the contemplation on the image, next perceive the Buddha of Infinite Life. His body is of the color of genuine gold. Perceive and see with your mind’s eye the white curls of hair between the eyebrows, the circle of light, the transformed Buddhas and the rays of light which shine forth from his physical characteristics and minor marks of excellence. When you have seen them, you will be able to see all Buddhas of the ten quarters. Hence, this is called Buddha-Contemplation Samādhi.”

This passage is further evidence showing that, due to Amida Buddha’s three powers working from outside, one is able to see the Buddha. Hence, this is called the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha.

Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:

The Buddha said: “For this reason, a wise person should single-mindedly and clearly perceive the Buddha of Infinite Life. You should enter into the contemplation through one of his physical marks. One who clearly perceives the white curls of hair between the eyebrows will spontaneously perceive all the eighty-four thousand physical marks. Having seen them, he will see all the Buddhas of the ten quarters and personally receive from each of them the prediction of his attainment of Buddhahood.”

This passage of the sutra also testifies that, due to Amida Buddha’s three powers working from outside, the ordinary beings who single-mindedly meditate on him are definitely enabled to see the Buddha. This is also called
the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha.

29 Further, [we find similar expositions in the sections on] contemplation of Avalokiteśvara, Mahāsthāmaprāpta, the over-all aspect, miscellaneous aspects, etc., and also below in the section on the nine grades of aspirants:33

Those who practice throughout their lives or practice even for seven days, one day, or call the Name ten times or even once, desiring to see the Buddha at the time of death,—if they meet good teachers in this life and think of Amida Buddha and call his Name, the Buddha will appear before them with a host of sages, holding lotus pedestals. The practitioners will see the Buddha and also the host of sages and the lotus pedestals.

This passage of the sutra also testifies that, due to Amida Buddha’s three powers working from outside, one is able to see the Buddha. Hence, we call this the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha.

30 Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:34

The Buddha said to Ānanda: “This sutra is called the Sutra of Contemplation on the Land of Utmost Bliss, the Buddha of Infinite Life and Avalokiteśvara and Mahāsthāmaprāpta Bodhisattvas. You should hold this and not forget this. Those who practice this samādhi will be able to see in the present life the Buddha of Infinite Life and the two Bodhisattvas.”

This passage of the sutra also testifies that, due to Amida Buddha’s three powers working from outside, ordinary beings who meditate on him are made to avail themselves of their own three-mind power and are, therefore, enabled to see the Buddha. [The aspirants’] sincere mind, believing mind and aspiring mind are the internal cause; and Amida’s three kinds of Vow-Power on which they depend are the external condition. Through the coordination of the external condition and the internal cause one can see the Buddha. Hence, this is called the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha.

31 Further, it is stated in the Pratyutpanna Samādhi Sutra:35

The Buddha said to Bhadrapāla Bodhisattva: “There is a samādhi called ‘all Buddhas of the ten quarters appearing before one’s
If you wish to attain this samādhi quickly, you should always hold fast to it and not allow doubt, even as minute as a hair, to creep in. If monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen wish to practice this samādhi, they should keep awake for seven days and nights and keep their minds free of all distracting thoughts. They should concentrate on one point, that is, meditate on the body of Amida Buddha of the west, which is of the color of genuine gold and possesses thirty-two characteristics; his body emits penetrating light and is incomparably majestic."

If they single-mindedly contemplate with uninterrupted thoughts and practice oral recitation [of his Name], the Buddha says:

They will see him after seven days. It is like observing stars at night. Let us suppose one star is one Buddha. Anyone of the four groups of Buddhists who practices this meditation can see all the Buddhas just as they see all the stars.

The passage of this sutra also testifies that, due to Amida Buddha’s three powers working from outside, one can see the Buddha. “Samādhi” means that the Nembutsu practitioners think [of the Buddha] in their minds and recite [his Name] with their mouths, without having miscellaneous thoughts; if the thoughts [of the Buddha] continue to be present in their minds and the utterances [of the Name] follow one after another, their mind’s eyes will open and they will see the Buddha manifest himself clearly. This is called concentration and is also called samādhi. When one sees the Buddha properly, one also sees the host of sages and various adornments. Hence, this is called the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha and the Pure Land.

Further, it is stated in the Moon-Lamp Sutra:36

If one meditates on the Buddha’s physical characteristics and his virtuous conduct, keeps one’s senses from being disturbed and keeps one’s mind free of delusion and in agreement with the Dharma, then what one can learn by hearing and what one can know will be like the great ocean. If a wise person dwells in this samādhi and performs practices while keeping his thoughts well under control, then he will be able to see, at the place of his walking practice, a thousand kotis of Tathāgatas and also meet Buddhas as numerous as the sands of the River Ganges.

The passage of this sutra is further evidence. This is also called the dominant force enabling one to attain the samādhi of seeing the Buddha.
Further, it is stated in the *Mañjuśrī Prājñāpāramitā Sutra*:  

Mañjuśrī said to the Buddha: “Why is it called ‘Single Practice Samādhi’?” The Buddha replied: “If a man or a woman, while dwelling at a quiet place, discards all distracting thoughts and, facing towards the place where the Buddha resides, sits in the proper upright position; then, without forming in the mind any image [of the Buddha], he or she single-mindedly recites his Name. If the recitation continues uninterrupted, then he or she will be able to see in the recitation practice all the Buddhas of the past, present and future.”

The passage of this sutra is further evidence testifying that one can see the Buddhas, due to the working of their thought powers, which arise from ‘the great compassion of looking on all as of the same body as oneself.’ This is again the dominant force enabling ordinary beings to see the Buddha.

34 [4] The dominant force embracing beings:

One of the Forty-eight Vows in the *Sutra on the Buddha of Infinite Life* says:

The Buddha said: “If, when I become a Buddha, the sentient beings of the ten quarters who desire to be born in my land and say my name even ten times should not be born there through my Vow-Power, then may I not attain perfect enlightenment.”

This shows that the practitioners aspiring for birth, when they die, are enabled to attain birth by being embraced by the Vow-Power. Hence, this is called dominant force embracing beings. Further, it is stated in the same sutra, fascicle 1:

Those beings who attain birth in the Western Land of the Buddha of Infinite Life all avail themselves of Amida Buddha’s karmic power, such as the Great Vow, as the dominant force [for that purpose].

This is further evidence. This is indeed the dominant force embracing beings. Again, it is stated in the same sutra, fascicle 2:

The Buddha said: “All sentient beings are different in their spiritual capacities, and so they may be divided into upper, medium
and lower classes. The Buddhas all urge them to say the Name of the Buddha of Infinite Life single-heartedly, each according to his own spiritual capacity. When their lives end, the Buddha personally comes to welcome them with a host of sages and enable them all to attain birth.”

This also shows the dominant force embracing beings.

35 Further, it is stated in the Contemplation Sutra, sections on the first eleven contemplations and the nine grades of aspirants below, which are all the Buddha’s own exposition: When those who perform either meditative or non-meditative practices die, Amida, the World-Honored One, will come to each one of them in person with a host of sages, offering his hands to help him mount a lotus-dais and thus welcoming him to be born [in the Pure Land]. This also shows the dominant force embracing beings.

36 Further, it is stated in the four-sheet Amida Sutra:

The Buddha said: “If a man or a woman single-heartedly and exclusively recites Amida’s Name for one to seven days, when his or her life is about to end, Amida Buddha will come in person to welcome him or her, thus enabling him or her to be born in the Western Land of Utmost Bliss.” Sakyamuni Buddha continued: “As I see this benefit, I have spoken these words.”

This is further evidence. This shows the dominant force embracing beings.

37 Further, it is stated in one of the Forty-eight Vows:

If, when I become a Buddha, those sentient beings of the ten quarters who awaken the Bodhi-Mind, perform various meritorious practices and desire with sincerity of heart to be born in my Land, should not, when they die, see me appearing before them with a host of sages, then may I not attain the perfect enlightenment.

This again shows the dominant force embracing beings.

Further, another Vow below says:

If, when I become a Buddha, those sentient beings who, having heard my Name, fix their thoughts on my Land and turn their merits towards it, aspiring for birth in my Land, should not fulfill their desire, then may I not attain perfect enlightenment.
This again shows the dominant force embracing beings.

Further, still another Vow below\(^{46}\) says:

> If, when I become a Buddha, those women in the worlds of ten quarters who, having heard my Name, rejoice in serene faith, awaken the Bodhi-Mind and seek to abandon women’s bodies, should, after their death, be born again as women, may I not attain perfect enlightenment.

The meaning of this vow is that, due to Amida’s Power of the Primal Vow, those women who call the Buddha’s Name will, at their death, be transformed into manhood; Amida will take their hands and Bodhisattvas will hold their bodies to enable them to sit on the jeweled lotus-daises. Then, following the Buddha, they will be born in his Land, join the Buddha’s great assembly and realize the insight into the non-arising of all things. Again, unless they rely on Amida’s Name and Vow-Power, women will not be able to leave their female bodies even after a thousand or ten thousand kalpas or a period of kalpas as innumerable as the sands of the River Ganges. If a monk or a layman says that women will not be able to be born in the Pure Land, this person is telling a lie. You should not believe him. The above quotation of the sutra is further evidence. This also shows the dominant force embracing beings.

38 [5] The dominant force enabling one to attain birth:

> Question: You have said that Amida’s Forty-eight Vows embrace all sentient beings and enable them to be born in the Pure Land. It is not yet clear what sort of sentient beings attain birth and who testifies to their birth.

> Answer: It is stated in the Contemplation Sutra:\(^{47}\)

> The Buddha said to Vaidehi: “Do you know that Amida Buddha is not far from here? You should fix your thoughts and visualize that Land. Then your pure act will be accomplished. I will also enable all ordinary beings of the future to attain birth in the Western Land of Utmost Bliss.”

The above passage of this sutra is further evidence. If ordinary beings who will come after the Buddha’s death take advantage of [Amida] Buddha’s Vow-Power, they will definitely attain birth. This indeed shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

39 Question: Šākyamuni’s sermons were meant to enlighten sentient beings. Why are there people who believe in them and those who do not, each abusing the other?
Answer: Moral natures of ordinary persons are of two kinds: good nature and evil nature. Those of good nature are again of five kinds: (1) good persons who, having heard the teaching, abandon evil and do good; (2) good persons who abandon the wrong and perform the right; (3) good persons who abandon the untrue and perform the true; (4) good persons who abandon the unrighteous and perform the righteous; and (5) good persons who abandon the false and perform the true. Those five kinds of persons are able to benefit both themselves and others if they take refuge in the Buddha. At home they perform filial duties; outside, they bring benefit to others. Among the people, they perform sincerity; in the imperial court, they are called ‘gentlemen,’ being loyal to the king and bent on fulfilling their duties as loyal subjects. Hence, they are called persons who are good in their own nature.

Persons of evil nature are: (1) evil persons who slander the true and engage in the false; (2) evil persons who slander the right and engage in wrong-doings; (3) evil persons who slander the righteous and engage in unrighteous deeds; (4) evil persons who slander the true and engage in the untrue; and (5) evil persons who slander good and engage in doing evils. Even if those five kinds of persons wish to take refuge in the Buddha, they are not able to attain their own benefit, nor bring benefit to others. At home they do not perform filial duties; among the people, they have no sincerity. At the court, they are called ‘petty-spirited persons’; when they serve the king, they always entertain flattery and insidious thoughts; hence, they are called ‘disloyal persons.’ Furthermore, in their attitudes towards wise, virtuous and good people, those persons deny righteousness and fabricate unrighteousness; they see only evils in others. Hence, they are called persons who are evil in their own nature. All the good and righteous people among human and heavenly beings as well as Buddhas and sages are slandered and shamed by those evil persons. Wise people should be aware of this. I have above given detailed explanation of the persons of good nature and those of evil nature, thereby clarifying the way things are. I have thus answered your question.

Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:

The Buddha said to Vaidehī: “You and other sentient beings should concentrate and fix the thoughts on one point, contemplating the golden bannered pillars under the ground of the Western [Pure Land] and also the various jeweled adornments above it.”

From here to the end of the thirteenth contemplation is generally [the Buddha’s] reply to Vaidehī’s two requests as mentioned above. This is clear evidence of the fact that [Śākyamuni Buddha] desired to rouse good and evil ordinary persons to convert their thoughts and perform practices so
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that they might all attain birth. This also shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:

In the land made of various jewels there are five hundred kotis of jeweled towers. In those jeweled towers there are innumerable heavenly beings, who play heavenly music and proclaim in it mindfulness of the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. If you have accomplished this contemplation, you will, after death, surely be born in his Land.

This passage of the sutra is further evidence. This also shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

Further, it is stated in the [Contemplation] Sutra below:

The Buddha said to Ananda: “This wondrous flower has originally been produced by Dharma Bhiksu’s Vow-Power. If you want to contemplate on that Buddha, you should first form an image of this flower-seat. Contemplate each part of it until you can see the whole thing clearly. If you have accomplished this meditation, you will definitely be born in the Land of Utmost Bliss.”

This passage of the sutra is further evidence. This again shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

Further, it is stated in the Larger Sutra:

The Buddha said to Ananda: “If sentient beings have been born in his Land, they all join the group of the right established state. All the Buddhas of the ten quarters praise that Buddha. If sentient beings, having heard his Name, rejoice with a heart of absolute trust and think of him even once, desiring to be born in his Land, then they will attain birth and dwell in the stage of non-retrogression.”

This passage of the sutra is further evidence. This also shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

Further, it is stated in the Contemplation Sutra, section on the nine grades of aspirants, that the sentient beings mentioned in each grade are ordinary persons of the period of the five defilements when the Buddha was still in the world and after his death. They may meet good teachers, who urge them to awaken faith, observe the precepts, think of the Buddha, chant sutras, worship and praise him, and then they will definitely attain
birth. Due to the Buddha’s Vow-Power they will all attain birth. This again shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

43 Further, the *Amida Sutra* says [to the effect]:

There are in each of the six quarters Buddhas as numerous as the sands of the River Ganges. They all produce tongues, covering the entire universe with them and proclaiming the words of sincerity and truth: ‘All ordinary persons, whether they live during the time of the Buddha or they come after his death, should convert their thoughts and think of Amida Buddha, desiring to be born in his Pure Land, and call his Name continuously until their lives of a hundred years, at the longest, come to an end, or call his Name for seven days, one day, or even ten times, three times or only once. When they die, the Buddha will come to the aspirants in person with a host of sages and welcome them, thus enabling them to attain birth.

Those Buddhas of the six quarters manifested broad tongues and gave testimony to ordinary persons that their karmic evils would be destroyed and they would attain birth. If, in spite of the testimony, they should not be born, the Buddhas’ tongues that were manifested out of their mouths would not have returned to their mouths and would have naturally decayed and perished. This also shows the dominant force enabling one to attain birth.

44 Respectfully I urge you, all aspirants: When you have heard those words, you should accordingly shed tears of anguish like rain and resolve to repay your indebtedness to the Buddhas even by grinding your bodies into powder and breaking your bones for many kalpas to come. Then you will come into accord with their original intent. Why should there be doubt, even as minute as a hair, which keeps you from accepting these words? I also urge you, all followers of the Way: All ordinary persons of karmic evils can still have their evils destroyed and realize attainment of birth; how much more so with sages? How could they desire birth and yet fail to reach [the Pure Land]?

I have summarily answered the question as to what sort of sentient beings can be born in the Pure Land. Here ends my explanation of the five kinds of dominant force.
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3. *Shih-wang-chu-ching* (Jpn. *Jôjô-kyô*); the full title is *Shih-wang-chusheng-e-mi-t'o-fu-kuo-ching* (Jpn. *Jôjô-amidabukkoku-kyô*). This sutra has been considered apocryphal, but Tao-ch’o (562–645) frequently quotes from this in his *An-le chi* (Jpn. *Anrakushô*; *Taishô*, vol. 47, no. 1958).

4. The Chinese title is *Ching-t’u*–*san-mei-ching* (Jpn. *Jôdo-sanmai-kyô*); the text here reads *Ching-to*–*san-mei-ching*. “Pure Land Samâdhi Sutra,” but in the quotation from it which occurs below, *Ching-t’o* [*净土*] is replaced by *Ching-t’u* [*净土*], “Pure salvation.” This sutra has been considered apocryphal.
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7. Ibid., p. 347.
8. Ibid., p.348.
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12. The reference is made to a passage near the end of the sutra, ibid., p. 350. This and most of the quotations which follow are either extracts or adaptations from the original passages.
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